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Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Overview

Source: Morgan Stanley Wealth Management Analytics & Data Dec 2017

A FULL SERVICE WEALTH MANAGEMENT FIRM OFFERING SERVICES ACROSS:

Financial 
Planning

Advisory 
Services

Transactional 
Support

Cash Management 
& Lending

In AUM 

$2.2 T
Financial Advisors

15K
Clients

2.2MM



Today
SECTION 1
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The Current State of “Artificial Intelligence (AI)”

• The state of Artificial Intelligence in financial services is somewhat mixed
– In some areas, the tools to enable AI have accelerated way beyond most organizations ability to 

consume them
– In other areas the technology is immature and unproven – Here the hype has surpassed the reality

• Most organizations are confused – They sense something big is happening, they feel they need to 
act, but they don’t know where to start

• Too much of the conversation starts with artificial intelligent tools and techniques – This is 
putting the cart before the horse

• We need to frame the discussion around how we improve our individual and organizational 
decision making as opposed to making AI the objective

• And finally, while AI has much promise it is also has many challenges – There are no silver bullets and 
it requires the full focus and attention of your entire organizational to realize meaningful results
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Overview of Artificial Intelligence Domains

• Artificial Intelligence refers to the ability of technology to perform tasks and identify insights that are commonly 
associated with human beings  

• But each AI domain can be very different and as such requires different approaches, technologies and techniques

To Detect To Process To Answer
To 

Recommend To Reason

Human Machines



Tomorrow
SECTION 2
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Our Objective is Not “Artificial Intelligence”
Our Goal is to Build towards An “Intelligent Organization”

GOVERNED
Has defined and repeatable 

processes for establishing priorities, 
ensuring quality, and enabling 

access 

EMPOWERED
Drive data and analytics as deep into 
the organization as possible 
encouraging greater decentralized 
decision making and accountability

CONTINOUSLY IMPROVING
Measure everything, create structural 
feedback loops and focus on ongoing 
improvement

PURPOSEFUL
Focused on well articulated goals that 
are understood and broadly 
communicated

SCALED KNOWLEDGE ACCESS
Structurally connect: 
• People and information
• People with other people



Developing Real Time Decision Engines
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The Questions Our Financial Advisors Ask Each Day

Who Do I Engage Today?

What Do I Engage About?

Why Does it Matter to My Client?

What’s the Best Way to Engage?

How Effective Were My Efforts?
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Experts + Algorithms + Intuition = Differentiated Insights

CLARA: 15 years 
UITs

LUIS: 15 years 
LatAm

EL: 19 years 
High Yield

JOAN: 14 years 
Cash

JOE: 34 years 
Portfolio Mgmt

SIMONE: 25 years 
Annuities

COLIN: 31 years 
ETF’s

PAUL: 28 years 
Treasuries

MIA: 15 years 
UIT’s

KARL: 35 years 
Japan

LIZ: 17 years 
Insurance

HARVEY: 31 years 
Advisory

DAVID: 24 years 
Portfolio mgmt

LISA: 17 years 
Mortgages

KRISTINE: 21 years 
Futures & Options

JOE: 17 years 
Real Estate

MIKE: 22 years 
Europe

ABBY: 19 years 
Asset Allocation

GORDON: 26  years 
Alternatives

NICOLE: 17 years 
Insurance

GIL: 24 years 
Small Cap

JAMIE: 26  years 
Inflation

MIKE: 31 years 
Asia

KATE: 15 years 
Commodities

RUDY: 31 years 
Advisory

ANN: 33 years 
Emerging Mkts

MARK: 17 years 
High Yield

ANALIA: 17 years 
Mutual Fund Research

ROMEO: 24 years 
Portfolio mgmt

KIM: 15 years 
Currency Trading
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Experts + Algorithms + Intuition = Differentiated Insights

Your Experience, Intuition and EmpathyModels That Prioritize and LearnThe “Best” Possible Decision
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A Better Way - Next Best Action
Identify the Most Impactful and Relevant Ideas, Customized to the Goals and Preferences of Each and Then 
Optimize the Engagement of These Opportunities Across the Most Appropriate Channels

Investment
Idea

Service
Alerts

Life
Events

Observed 
Behaviors

Channel
Personalization

Idea 
Optimization

Social

E-mail

Text

Mobile

Phone
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Scaling Customized Engagement Using Digital Channels
For Illustrative Purposes Only

MARY,

I suspect you have been following the news today and have seen the sharp drop in the market. You might be wondering what this means for your portfolio. First of 
all, while the S&P 500 declined today by 4.1%, your portfolio was down 2.4%. The smaller decline was in part due to diversification. Your portfolio is currently 
60% equities and 40% fixed income.

We believe the bull market is not over, but expect more muted returns this year. Earnings growth remains robust and the economy is strong. However, the 
business cycle is aging and the rise in interest rates may signal a shift is coming. We have been warning that volatility could rise and that a correction was likely 
given the elevated valuations at the start of the year. Please see our analysis of today’s market performance. 

Based on the financial plan that we created four years ago and updated last month, I feel that you are still on track to achieve your goals. Your probability of 
success remains over the target of 90% (you actually currently have a 91% probability of success).  If you want to get more details, you can access your 
updated plan by clicking on the following link  MS Online.

As always, I am available to discuss with you the recent market events or any other aspect of your portfolio so don’t hesitate to email, call or schedule meeting via 
the Attached Link.

Regards,

Andy

Financial Advisor
Morgan Stanley Wealth Management
1 New York Plaza
New York | New York, NY 10005

Phone: (727) 123-4567
Direct (727) 123-4567
Fax: (212) 123-4567

Based on the financial plan that we created four years ago and 
updated last month,   I feel that you are still on track to achieve 
your goals. Your probability of success remains over the target 
of 90% (you actually currently have a 91% probability of 
success).  If you want to get more details, you can access your 
updated plan by clicking on the following link MS Online.

You might be wondering what this means for your portfolio. First of 
all, while the S&P 500 declined today by 4.1%, your portfolio was 
down 2.4%. The smaller decline was in part due to diversification. 
Your portfolio is currently 60% equities and 40% fixed income.



An Example of Why Implementing Some AI Solutions Is 
Really Complicated

SECTION 3
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Planning a Birthday

I receive the following text from my friend John’s girlfriend:

Now let’s go ahead and build an Artificially Intelligent system that will 
interpret this message and plan the event

“What do you want to do for Jabber’s Big Day”? Wanna
surprise him? It’s his big Hawaii Five-O. How does the 

Saturday after next look for you?  The real day is April 16th 
but who wants to drink on a Tuesday???”

“
“



You First Need to Understand What the Question Is…
SECTION 4
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Step 1 – Capturing Inputs

“What do you want to do for Jabber’s Big Day”? Wanna surprise him? It’s his big Hawaii Five-O. How does the Saturday 
after next look for you?  The real day is April 16th but who wants to drink on a Tuesday???”

Jabber = Person = 
John Mason

What do you want to do? Wanna
Surprise him? = What type of 

celebratory event should we host? 
Perhaps we host a surprise party?

Saturday after next = April 21 
(Today is April 10th, Next Saturday is 
the April 14th, Saturday after that is 

April 21) = Suggested 
Celebration Date

It’s his big Hawaii Five-O = It is his 
(John’s) 50th birthday

The Real Day = 
John’s Actual Birthday = April 16th

How does the Saturday After Next 
Look? = Do you feel April 21 is an 

acceptable date for this event?

Who wants to drink on a Tuesday? = 
Don’t want to celebrate on a day of 

week that is less preferred for 
socializing with friends

Big Day = Event = Birthday
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Step 2 – Determining Intent

Here is What We Know

• John Mason is about to turn 50 years old

• We are considering a surprise party for his birthday

• Desired Date to celebrate is April 21st

Here is What We Need to Answer

• Is this an acceptable date?

• Where we should go and what should we serve?

• Who should we invite?



You Next Need to Access Knowledge That Will Help 
Inform Your Decision

SECTION 5
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Step 3 – Access Knowledge

Tanya

Soo

Mother
Kim

Deceased

Not 
currently 

communic-
ating

Brother
Ray

Residence
115 Jones ST

NY, NY

John MasonGirlfriend
Joy

Father
Ray

Assisted 
Living 
Facility 
Florida

Availability
All Sat in 

April

Entertainment 
Preferences

Jazz

Has 
Cerebral 

Palsy

Sister
June

ER Doctor 
works 

Saturdays

DOB 
April 21

Marital 
Status

Divorced

Food 
Preferences 
Gluten Free
Fine Wine

Close 
Friends

Joy

Mitch

Carin

Jim

Tim
Carl

Hates 
Noisy 
Bars

Extended 
Friends

Duane
Hao

Rodni

Tobe
Srini

Vik

Dating 
John’s 
Ex-Wife

Recovering 
Alcoholic

Soo
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Step 4 – Evaluate Options & Optimize Preferences

What Venue Should  Go to and What Should We Served?
Jabbers Historical Dining Preferences

DATE VENUE FOOD CONSUMED SATISFACTION LEVEL
1/12/17 Rauls Bar and Grill Whiskey Bar 82
1/19/11 Jimmy's BBQ Fried Chicken 45
1/28/17 Essex Home brew Large Soy Latte 65
2/23/17 Morgans St Steak 78
3/4/17 Janes Brewery India Pale Ale 41
3/23/17 Thai Garden Chicken Pad Thai 21
4/4/17 Taco Taco Chicken Burrito 36
5/19/17 Mumbai House Dal 88

Inputs Weights Net Input 
Function

Activation Function

Output

1

x1

x2

xm

Σ

w0

w1

w2

wm Final score = Maximize( w0+ w1*Venue + w2*Food consumed + 
w3*Past satisfaction + w4*combination of features)



And Finally You Need to Apply Some Logic to Decide 
What To Do

SECTION 6
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Step 5 – Apply Logic & Reasoning

Is This an Acceptable Date?

• John is available on April 21 but his sister isn’t.  Does this invalidate the date? How important is it if she joins?  I 
know he isn’t talking to his brother, but how close is he to his sister?

Where Should We Go?

• Can we find a place that has nice wine, plays Jazz (John’s preferences), that is handicap accessible (Jim has CP 
and his wheel chair is really wide) near John’s apartment (upper East Side) that is not too noisy (Joy hates noise)?

Who Should We Invite?

• He loves his dad, but he is ill, should we fly him up? Is he well enough to travel?  Maybe we can pitch in for that and 
give him it as a present? Does anyone have his Dad’s phone number?  Not sure I know his first name?

• John doesn’t know that Duane is dating his ex-wife, should we invite him? 
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So Let’s Review What We Need To Make This Work

Ability to Capture and Interpret Any 
Type of Question:
• Annotation of every message you have received 

with a process to define intent for each 
• Needs to support all forms of speech and potentially 

multiple languages 

Access to Data
• Access to every stated preference from every 

friend, relative or colleague 
• Complete history of every interaction they have had 

along with their stated satisfaction level with each 
interaction

Algorithms to Weight Probability 
of Outcomes
• Real time models that have historical and real 

time data 
• Measurement framework that constantly receives 

feedback and can adjust over time

Reasoning Engine
• Understands the nuances of your relationships and 

perceptions along the perceptions of others and 
societal norms

• Based on these inputs, able to identify, interpret, 
synthesize and make recommendations



2050
SECTION 7
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AI is not going to replace our decision making but it is going to significantly augment and help 
improve the choices we make:

• Information and insights will be constantly fed to us in real time, helping shape the choices we make

• Data will be more accessible, structured and of higher quality, increasing the potential of AI tools

• Massive amounts of data will be captured and stored about every aspect of our lives – The model to 
control and govern this remains unclear given legal and ethical challenges

• Human/Tech interfaces will accelerate the usability of these capabilities

• We will continue to evolve reasoning capabilities but the  replication of true human cognition is much 
further out 

2050 AI Predictions
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• AI is not magic or pixie dust – There is not a single technical solution, vendor product or consultant 
that on its own will solve this for you

• Successfully leveraging AI requires a well articulated strategy, a clear articulation of desired outcomes 
and organizational buy-in

• There is no artificial intelligence without real intelligence – This means you need massive (and 
accurate) historical data/content that has predictive value – This implies that it’s not worth starting if 
don’t have the raw materials to be successful with

• You need skilled people to actually make this work – Most organizations are poorly positioned in 
this area

• AI is a capability, not an objective and if you fail it will generally no be because you couldn’t find the 
right AI technology – You will fail due to a poorly defined strategy or an unwillingness of your 
organization to think differently about your business model

Some Closing Thoughts
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Thank you
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